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ABSTRACT

The quality analysis on a software system can be defined under different aspects. One such evaluation measure is software reusability. In this present work, a feature adaptive analysis on reusability is provided software systems. The model accepted the real software project as input and performs the extraction of components of different types. These components are processed under high level and low level measures. The algorithmic model of work is presented. The experimentation is provided on some real project and evaluates the complexity in reusability of component based project.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A component based software system is the more organized and structured architecture for software system generation. The model is defined for generating the components along with integration specification of each object as well as its integration to the software projects. The software system is defined in the form of integrated objects, modules or the components which are developed either from the start or taken from some other software system. The component specific evaluation can be performed for individual estimation so that the application driven analysis will be performed. The component generation, modeling, integration and reusability are the key processes defined with component driven programming. The software system evaluation can be performed with specification of these software components. The component based engineering not only improves the effectiveness of software system but also provides the support with multiple associated features including the scalability, reusability, robustness and the reliability. The processing of this architecture is defined in an organized and structural form. The evaluation is here provided under different feature estimation. The cost, quality and the efficiency are the measure estimated at each level of software system development. To design such a system, the first work is to define the software component. A software component can be presented as an entity with associated properties, methods and events. The component can be defined as a module or class or the control depending on the application. Some of the common categories of components are shown in figure 1.

![Figure 1: Different Forms of Software Components](image)

Here figure 1 is showing the different forms of software components depending on the language or the environment. These components are defined in different languages such as VB, .net, java etc. These components are either code based or control based.
A) Software Reusability

Software components can be used in other software systems or products to provide an extension to the system. These existing software components can be used to improve the reliability, quality and productivity of the software system. The cost and time specific evaluation is provided. The reuse process analysis and the relational observation can be performed to obtain the structural reuse. The use of ready components or projects in new software system increases the quality and reliability of the product. The new product needs not to analyze completely but only the selected updated segments can be analyzed. The component level reusability will be achieved by providing the component usage and to provide the reduce the development and integration risk.

B) Measures

As the software system is defined in the form of various integrated component defined with relative intercommunication. The characterization on these components is required to achieve the component usage and the quality assessment. Different measures can be characterizing the features in numerical form. These features includes the performance level features, reliability level feature, risk weighted values etc. The product level, process level, integration level measures can be defined to perform such evaluation. The cost estimation and evaluation is required to represent the measure of the component. Each of the associated integration, communication and interconnection is also valued by these measures.

In this paper, a quality estimation of reusability process is provided. The method is applied on code specific projects and applied to observe the quality under different measures. In section I, the characterization of component based software system is defined along with the reusability features specification and defining the different measures of software component evaluation. In section II, the work defined by earlier researchers is discussed. In section III, the proposed research methodology is defined. In section IV, the results related to work are provided. In section V, the conclusion of work is presented.

II. RELATED WORK

Software quality analysis, evaluation and estimation can be performed under different features and aspects. Many researchers have already worked on component based software engineering and the quality analysis. The reusability is one such vector respective to which the software quality is analyzed. In this section, the work of earlier researcher for component based software system and the estimation of software quality for usability is presented. Author[1] has defined a work on failure prediction of online component based software products. Author identified many of existing problems for larger project by observing the architecture, fault prediction and system driven observation. The compositional models were provided to model these features separately and to generate the feature transition modeling. The failure prediction and defining the software component separately was also provided by the author. Author[2] defined a verification integrated model with integrated heuristic technique to provide the quality feature analysis. Author obtained the state explosion problem with formal verification for large software system.

The interleaved behavior of software products with asynchronously actions was observed to generate the state specific properties. The deadlock detection, reachability measure and live lock monitoring was observed as the integrated component. Author[3] has provided some of the measure to analyze and verify the reusability for a software system. Author identified some of the factors in structure specification and generation to analyze the quality and the aspect driven observations. The judgment metrics was constructed to improve the reusability aspect. The characterization was provided by the author improve the reusability in the state flow analysis. Author[4] has defined a quality model for service level estimation under reusability concern. The estimation was provided to analyze the software services and to derive the system parameters. The partial constraint matching and the adaptive integration were also provided to analyze the behavior of existing software product.

Author[5] has defined a component level evaluation using black box technique. The component relative features including the adaptability, portability and understandability are observed to evaluate the software system quality. Various evaluation models are applied under reusability concern to generate the more adaptive results. Author[6] has provided a work on feature level prioritization and software system improvement under reusability concern. An evaluation with component adoption was provided with different complexities. The development level, organization level and project level estimation was taken to generate the attributes and to apply the measure. The space, time and cost are evaluated for each measure to identify the validly of the software system. Author[7] has defined a work to analyze the software system component under different approaches to evaluate the software product and to provide the estimation relative to associated measures.

The complexity based comprehensive measures are applied to observe the structure and to generate the statistical notifications relative to the component quality. Some of the recommender measures are applied to observe the quality
of software products. Author[8] has defined a fuzzy logic based method to estimate the software product with specification of different membership functions. Author analyzed the membership under complexity, modularity, interface complexity and flexibility parameters. The fuzzy set formation has categorized the features and provided the more effective component integration and analysis so that the adequate accuracy is obtained. Author[9] has defined the coupling and cohesion based evaluation on software system under reusability measure to estimate the risk. Author applied the cohesion and coupling analysis for java projects. Finally, the regression modeling is applied to generate the domain driven results. The analysis was provided to measure the risk factors and to provide the evaluation to improve the testing aspects. The effort driven estimation and design improvement was provided by the author. Author[10] has defined an analytical study to identify the usage of reusability for web projects.

The automated script was defined via macros to identify the reusability estimation. The approach is able to provide the execution of complex tasks with specification of automated process execution. The keyword query based execution is provided to obtain the task usage. Author[11] has provided the aspect driven assessment for object oriented program to measure the inheritance for reusability. The method used the UML diagram based process flow along with behavior specific analysis to generate the axiom support for the software system under different concerns. The inheritance depth class estimation and the internal property assessment were provided by the author. Author provided method specific process flow estimation by generating the inheritance structure integration. The metric level evaluation was provided to improve the quality of reusability. Author[12] has defined a language feature based estimation to improve the quality of reusability for any software system.

The software system architecture was here analyzed under reusability concern. The component integration based framework analysis was provided to generate the dependency links. The context driven estimation and software system customization was provided to generate a new software system. The interface level, class level and module level composition was discussed by the author. Author[13] has identified the concept of component as a service to evaluate the reusability in a software system. The comprehensive method defined here has provided the metric specific evaluation and attribute formulation to provide the real time assessment.

The quantitative measures are defined to generate these metrics and to identify the quality of reusability. Author[14] has provided a reusability measuring method for object learning for real time software system. The work is here defined for ELearning project to generate the inheritance tree. The method integration and the learned component evaluation were provided to identify the degree of membership and reusability. A depth and couple driven object mapping was provided to analyze the complexities of software system. Author[15] has defined a work on different features of reusability respective to quality estimation. The component level productivity estimation and relative probabilistic measures are observed to perform the reusability prediction. The component specific evaluation was provided by the author.

**III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY**

CBSE defined an organized software development architecture with specification of elements, forms and the relations. To define the software product, it is required to generate the different architectural diagrams including the element architecture specification, data element specification and connecting elements. The constraint specification architectural control is provided for the component interaction analysis. One of the major advantage of this architecture is to provide the easy requirement specific search, partial extraction and software spilition. Based on these all features, some existing software project can be considered to generate a new software product. This concept of generation of new software system from existing is called software reusability.

Software reusability can be performed easily at component level by adding some new components or removing the unrequired components from the system. As a new component is included in the software system, it is also required to generate the relative connectivities with existing components so that the complete software system will be reformed. In same way, as some component is removed, it is required to observe without the particular component the system is performed perfectly. To provide the effective usage of software components and to define a new software system from existing software system, it is required to analyze the initial software product under different evaluation measures. One such method for software system evaluation is defined in this paper.
This paper is basically focused to perform a pre-analysis on software system to identify the possibility of reusability under cost adaptive estimation. Sometimes, the internal software architecture can be complex enough, so that it comes difficult to penetrate it and to remove the existing components or to add a new component to it. In this paper, the evaluation is here provided under different vectors so that the software system estimation will be obtained. The estimation is here applied on existing software system as well as new composed software system. The provided work is applied on real time software system under different evaluation measures. Here the process of evaluation of new software system composition is shown in figure 2.

Figure 2: Proposed Model

Here figure 2 is showing the proposed work model to evaluate the effectiveness of component reuse. The proposed model has accepted the complete software project as input and defined a series of processes to extract the components from it. The evaluation is here provided in terms of components and relative feature specification. This high level analysis represented the system as the structural formulation. After generating the outer structure, the low level analysis was applied based on the component itself as well as component communication. This evaluation is performed at initial level and after composing the new software system. The parameter specific estimation is performed to identify the requirement of software reuse. The work is implemented on sample real time project. The implementation results obtained from the work is shown in next section.
IV. RESULTS

In this present work, an effective feature adaptive method is defined to provide the analysis of reuse quality for a software system. The presented work is implemented in .net environment to accept the software project and to perform the low level component evaluation. The work is applied on a university project with some modules relative to student, exam etc. The analysis of the work is here done under low level evaluation applied after and before software reuse. The generated evaluation results are shown here in figure 3 and figure 4.

![Figure 3: Before Reuse Evaluation](image)

Here figure 3 is showing the evaluation results of existing software system before applying the software reuse. According to this presented method, the evaluation shows that the component connectivity is lesser. It concludes that the software can be reused easily without much complications or the complexity. The results after the reuse are shown here in figure 3.

![Figure 4: After Reuse Evaluation](image)

Here figure 4 is showing the evaluation results of new composed software system after applying the software reuse. According to this presented method, the evaluation shows that the component complexity is high and the connectivity is low. It concludes that the software that the software system will not disrupt the software system will be integrated easily in the existing software.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, an effective feature driven method is defined for estimation of quality of reuse for component based software system. The paper has defined the significance of component based software system and its evaluation. The work is applied on real time software directly to generate the high level and low level features. The evaluation shows that the method is able to provide the decision about the usage of reusability of any real time software product.
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